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Introduction
The functional work-up in the diagnostic process of
pulmonary hypertension is usually based on the measure of
pulmonary function tests and arterial blood gases to identify
underlying airway or parenchimal disease [1].

Aim

We wondered if there could be a mutual interchange of
information among variables, i.e., indices of pulmonary function
tests (spirometry, diffusion), blood gases (paO2, paCO2), gas
exchange (A-a DO2, a-ADCO2, VDphy/VT) and haemodynamic
variables (such as RAP, mPAP, CI, PVR) in a population of PH
patients. This was done in order to understand much better the
potential role of each variable in the work-up of this disease

Methods

Sixteen patients with clinical suspicion of pulmonary
hypertension under went a complete spirometry. Diffusing lung
capacity, blood gases analysis, gas exchange, physiological dead
space to tidal volume were measured as well as haemodynamic
indices.

Results
Out of 16 patients, 14 were women (87.5%), mean age
(50±15 years); 10 resulted affected by idiopathic pulmonary
arterial hypertension; 4 by connective tissue disease associated
pulmonary hypertension; 2 by chronic thromboembolic
pulmonary hypertension. All patients were naive (no specific
therapy). One patient demonstrated a mild reversible obstruction
where as two a mild restriction. Diffusing lung capacity was 69%
of predicted. Patients were affected by a moderate to severe
form of pulmonary hypertension (mPAP 44±13mmHg), all
were affected by pre capillary pulmonary hypertension (PCW
6±3mmHg); pulmonary vascular resistances were increased in
all patients (PVR 7±3WU). Two patients had hypoxemia (PaO2
less than 60 mmHg on room air). Pulmonary gas exchange was
on average impaired with increased A-a DO2 (35±18), as well
as physiological dead space thus indicating impairment of
ventilation perfusion distribution ratio.

Statistical methods

Mean values and their standard deviation were calculated.
The relationships between the observed variables were
evaluated by their mutual information. Because of the very low
error rates shown with small sample sizes, the global network
was reconstructed using the ARACNE algorithm [2]. Modules
in the network were identified applying a multi dimensional
scaling procedure to the adjaceny matrix and, succesively,
clustering the variables with a model-based bayesian approach
[3]. We conducted the analyses with R statistical software.
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Figure 1: Graphic representation of the network.
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Figure 2: Three modules were identified in the network.

Figure 3: The three modules were well separated.

The three most influential variables in the network (Figure 1)
were: PCW (betweeness=20), RAP (betweeness=18) and VDphy/
VT (betweeness=14). Three modules were identified (Figure
2): module alpha (RAP, FEV1, VDphy/VT, CI, TLC); module beta
(PCW, PVR, mPAP); module gamma (aADO2, aADCO2, DsbHb,
PaCO2). The three modules were well separated (Figure 3).

Discussion and Conclusion

Since Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension is characterized
in part by increased dead space ventilation, being a disease of
vascular obstruction, many observations deal with the role of
non invasive tool of gas exchange as prognostic marker [4]. The
results of our study seem to go along with this prospective. In
fact, it turns out from our results, especially from module alpha,
the narrow relationships between gas exchange parameters
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(VDphy/VT) and RAP or CI, well known predictors of mortality.
Thus, gas exchange should be incorporated in the evaluation of
patients evaluated and monitored for PH.
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